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Announcement

PP Surya Kumari Prize
Indian Pharmacological Society

PP Surya Kumari prize is awarded by IPS every year for the best research paper on "Diabetes mellitus, other endocrinial and metabolic disorders" published in any journal in the last five years. The prize is open to Indian Scientists working in Indian Laboratories. The award is presented to the winner at the annual conference of IPS.

Those who wish to complete for the prize for the year 2006 may submit five reprints/copies of the paper (published in 2002-2006) to the Chief Editor, Indian Journal of Pharmacology at the following address, before 31st March, 2007.

For further details contact: Prof. R Raveendran, Convener, PP Surya Kumari Prize, The Chief Editor-IJP, Department of Pharmacology, JIPMER, Pondicherry - 605 006, India.

Phone: 0413-2271969; Fax: 0413-2272067; Website: www.ijp-online.com; E-mail: ijp@jipmer.edu
BAPICON - 2007

Announcement

Bihar Chapter API Conference (BAPICON - 2007) will be held on 17th and 18th March 2007 at Bhagalpur. We welcome speakers for this scientific meet and request articles for the publication in Medicine Update-Bapicon 2007.

For further details contact: Dr. AK Sinha, Chairman Scientific Committee and Editor Medicine Update at KK Nursing Home and Research Centre, Raja SN Road, Bhagalpur - 812001.
Ph.: 0641-2421456 (R), 2429434 (Hospt), 0-9431214273 (M), Email: kknhrc2004@yahoo.co.in
Announcement

APICON CME Novel Interactive Programme

- Case Base Discussion:
  “A PATIENT WITH CUTS AND BRUISES FOR 20 YEARS” [Moderator: Prof. MB Agarwal]
- Case Base Discussion:
  Issues in Diabetes & Cardiovascular Disease
  A middle aged Patient with Acute Coronary Syndrome detected Diabetic – How to Approach & Manage
  ‘Acute Coronary Syndrome & Diabetes’ [Moderator: Dr. Ravi Kasliwal]
- Registration limited to 100 Participants Per Session;
- Registration on First Come First Serve Basis;
- Registration Free (As First Time Introduction);
- Participants only will be provided Course Material Free of Cost;
- Please “Register Yourself” with Dr. YP Munjal, Dean ICP and Chairman CME Programme, Indian College of Physicians, 8A/14 W.E.A. Karol Bagh, New Delhi-110005
  Phone: Office 011-41055508, 26826239; Residence 011-25729624
  Mobile 09212002131 E-mail: ypmicp@yahoo.com
Workshops for APICON 2007

Announcement

Workshops for APICON 2007

Three workshops on Echocardiography for Internists, How to Improve Presentation skills and Information Retrieval for Doctors are planned for the benefit of Delegates attending APICON 2007. Details are given below and as limited registrations are available, those interested are requested to send their Registration at the earliest. More details can be availed from the website

1. Workshop on

Echocardiography for Internists

Two Sessions i) 16.02.2007 - 10 AM to 1 PM ii) 17.02.2007 - 2 PM to 5 PM

2. Workshop on

How to Improve Presentation Skills

Date : 16 February 2007 Time: 2 - 5 PM

Workshop Content :

1. Exploiting the Power of “POWER POINT”: How to enrich your presentation
2. Digital Photography for Physicians: Tips & Tricks
3. Workshop on “Information Retrieval for Doctors”

17 February 2007 Time : 9 AM - 12 Noon

Notes :

All the first 100 Delegates registered for ECHO Workshop shall be given a CD on Echos of some interesting cases and a booklet on Principles of Echo and Doppler at No Extra Cost other than the Registration Fee. Those Registered for Workshops on How to Improve Presentation Skills and Information Retrieval for Doctors shall be given useful material for their reference later at No Extra Cost other than the Registration Fee. Registration strictly restricted to first 100 registrants on “First Come First Serve Basis” for ECHO workshop and 50 each for Workshops on How to Improve Presentation Skills and Information Retrieval for Doctors.

Registration Fee : Rs 200 per person for ECHO Workshop and Rs 100 per person for each Workshop on How to Improve Presentation Skills and Information Retrieval for Doctors.

Payment : DD favouring “Association of Physicians of India” payable at Mumbai to be sent alongwith request for Registration. Please clearly mention the workshop you want to participate and in case same is not available, you shall be informed by E mail. Those interested in participating in Workshop(s) may please send their request for registration alongwith required Registration Money at postal address given below with envelope marked WORKSHOPS REGISTRATION and Contact address details (incl E Mail) to :

Dr RK Singal
Chairman Scientific Committee APICON 2007
C/o INITIALS, E-39 Flatted Factory Complex,
Jhandewalan, New Delhi – 110055
E-mail : drsingal2005@yahoo.co.in,
rksapicon2007@yahoo.co.in.
Announcement

TOXOCON-3 : Third Annual Conference of IST

First National Pesticides Conference on 7 and 8 April 2007 at KS Hegde Medical Academy, Mangalore, Karnataka Delegates must be members of the Indian Society of Toxicology.

Registration Fee : Rs. 1200/-

Deadline : 15 Feb. 2007. A Maximum of 100 registrations will be accepted on first come, first served basis.

For further details contact : Dr. Sudarshan Sowdi, Organizing Secretary, Department of Forensic Medicine and Toxicology, KS Hegde Medical Academy, Mangalore 575018.
Ph. : 0824-22044090
Yoga Book for Doctors

Published by and Available at:
Antar Prakash Centre for Yoga
Email: prakashmalshe@rediffmail.com

Price (Paperback): Rs.120/-
(Hard bound): Rs.140/-

Yoga is currently much discussed and debated in both the print and electronic media. Reactions of the medical profession on health, utility range from positive to extremely negative with enormous skepticism. Many of the attitudes could result from lack of adequate exposure to underline physiological facts pertaining to yogasanas.

Dr. Prakash C. Malshe, a physician himself has chosen, after learning initial steps from Swami Adhyatmanand ji and practice for around two decades, to share with the medical fraternity the facts that are useful focusing on the physical aspects of yoga without feeling compelled to pursue the higher spiritual goals, i.e. the enlightenment.

The book is suitably divided into 9 chapters commencing with normal human physiology followed by Prayer, Asanas, Pranayams and Internal Cleansing processes. There are photographs of actual performance postures and original Sanskrit quotations with appropriate English translations that follows. There is reference to common lifestyle diseases such as Diabetes Mellitus, Hypertension, Ischaemic Heart Disease.

The author has stated that this book is an attempt to scientifically validate the facts about yoga that so fare we have just believed in; and provide clear idea what a particular asana, mudra or pranayama can do; and how. In this handy form and for the uninitiated, I must say that he has succeeded.

Dr. ME Yeolekar,
Dean, Professor of Internal Medicine, L.T.M.G. Hospital,
Sion, Mumbai – 400 022.